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Abstract

Dr. Huang proposed the vision of the Energy Internet in 2007 and the concept was inspired by the ever-growing electronic commerce (E-commerce) industry (e.g., ebay, Amazon) that provides consumer-to-consumer and business-to-consumer sales services via “Information Internet”. In a similar paradigm shift, the highly distributed and scalable electricity consumers/prosumers have to play a more active role that the centralized bulk power plants are currently serving. If the “Information Internet” was the engine that powered the economic growth in the last 20 years, then a similar and even more powerful “Energy Internet” will accomplish even more in the next several decades. The Energy Internet innovations will radically change the way people generate, distribute, and consume electricity every day.

The Energy Internet is a complex physical-cyber-social-business system involving cyber-systems (e.g., information networks), physical-systems (e.g., electric grid), and social-systems (e.g., business model, policy, human behavior). There are many critical technologies that must be developed. One of the first step is to transform the electric grid infrastructure into a reliable and resilient smart grid with plug-and-play capability. The FREEDM grid concept was proposed by Dr. Huang as part of the Energy Internet vision to be the resilient grid architecture to support the plug-and-play of high penetration of distributed generation and storage solutions. At the center of the FREEDM grid infrastructure is the migration of the grid from a passive one to an actively controlled and managed one, utilizing Solid State Transformer (SST) as a key enabling technology. This talk will discuss the FREEDM grid architecture, the SST technology, and the need to replace 60Hz transformer by SST technology, and to make an SST into a smart transformer, and eventually into an “Energy Router”.
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